
Richard Boyd-Dunlop is a self-taught artist who began painting in his 
teens and has been exhibiting work for 25 years. His work is held in 
public and private collections in New Zealand and around the world.

John Boyd-Dunlop is a Napier artist who came to art later in life. His 
works of life memories are converted into quirky, humourous and clever 
observations of the more interesting and happy times of a lifetime. 

MAIN GALLERY AND NIVEN ROOM | MAY 8 TO JUNE 14 2021

MATARIKI 2021
MAIN GALLERY AND NIVEN ROOM | JUNE 19 TO AUGUST 2 2021

THE APPLE DOESN’T FALL FAR FROM THE TREE

IMAGE: STEVEN CLARK - WELCOME TO MY WORLD
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MAIN GALLERY  |  UNTIL DECEMBER 14 2020

RETWEET
An eggcellent collection of bird-themed  
artworks created from recycled materials.

LIANNE ADAMS

THE EXPERIMENTAL 200s

Lianne Adams is an experienced international artist. During 
lockdown, she wanted to explore and experiment with 

hand, while celebrating New Zealand. 

The Experimental 200s are little experimental pieces all 
priced under $200. Each stands up as an artwork in its 
own right and all are used as tactile research for larger 
works, which will be on sale next to the smaller pieces. 

‘Reuse, recycle and repurpose’ is Lianne’s motto with this 
exhibition while exploring her surroundings. 

MAIN GALLERY  |  FEBRUARY 6 TO MARCH 22 2021

DANIEL METCALFE

TRANSFIGURED

Transfigured: to have transformed the 
outward appearance of; to have converted 

Transfigured explores the blur between the 
digital space and physical space, creating a 
hyper digital environment that engulfs the 
viewer in abstract forms, bold colour and light. 

MAIN GALLERY  |  DECEMBER 19 2020 
TO FEBRUARY 1 2021

WELCOME TO MY WORLD
STEVEN CLARK

Steven Clark is a self-taught local artist and member of the Active Arts, Tuesday 
Painters group.   

Steven’s acrylic paintings are exceptional in their photographic technical detail. 
“Sometimes I use a photograph as reference, sometimes a postcard. But 
sometimes I just have an image in my head and I go to the canvas and paint. 
Sometimes those images come to me in my dreams.”

NIVEN ROOM  |  FEBRUARY 13 TO MARCH 22 2021

TE AWA REO

 

BOTH GALLERIES  |  MARCH 27 TO MAY 3 2021

An artistic exploration of a scientific discovery.  Fresh from the Sarjeant Gallery in Whanganui the 
exhibition revolves around a core sample taken from the Whanganui River bed that dates back to AD 
50-130 and explores Whanganui iwi’s relationship with Papatūānuku (Mother Earth), Te Awa Tupua 
(the Whanganui River) and Matua te Toa, (Mount Tongariro) from a cultural perspective.   Fourteen 
artists have used photography, ceramics, printmaking, weaving, collage, paint, sculpture, book arts, 
glass and poetry to represent Te Awa Reo - a tributary of tributes to Te Awa Tupua - the ancestral 
rivers of ancient knowledge. 

Te Awa Reo replaces the Gilli Sutton ‘Helping Hands’ exhibition which has been postponed.


